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Abstract: This research aims to substantiate the impact of using open innovation (OI) in the energy
sector in readiness to implement artificial intelligence (AI) technologies and their effectiveness. The
empirical method was proposed to determine the readiness level of OI for the implementation of
AI technologies by comparing Russian and French energy companies. Readiness level indicators of
companies for AI implementation using the Fibonacci sequence, Student’s t-test, and the method of
fuzzy sets were empirically determined. The integrated readiness indicator for AI implementation by
companies was calculated using the method of fuzzy sets and expressed through variance, allowing
for these significant factors. Russian companies are at a low level of developmental readiness
to implement AI, which is in contrast to companies operating in a developed market where the
determining factor is the AI technology cost. The example of the innovative business model “Energy-
as-a-Service” shows the synergistic effects of OI use and AI technology introduction. This paper is
novel because it seeks to contribute to the current debate in the literature, justifying the position that
energy companies that have in the past actively applied the concept of open innovation in business,
are the most competitive and most efficient in implementing AI technologies.

Keywords: open innovation; artificial intelligence; energy industry; efficiency improvement

1. Introduction

Efficient OI implementation by energy companies is conditioned by increasing interac-
tion with customers, suppliers, and research institutions. Compared to the more one-sided
internal models of innovation, the OI model offers significant benefits to the energy in-
dustry itself, the economy, and society. Despite the interest of energy sector companies
to reduce production costs and improve process efficiency and innovative perspectives,
few studies describe the mutual influence between implementing the OI paradigm and
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AI. The tangible economic effect is the main goal of using OI and AI. The efficiency of AI
implementation depends on companies’ application of the OI concept, which increases their
readiness to implement AI and creates a potential cumulative impact that has a synergistic
effect on the competitiveness of companies in the global energy market.

Key trends contributing to the formation of a new technological paradigm in the world
improve technological efficiency and reduce energy costs. AI is taking a higher priority [1].
It could be argued that the development of AI and machine learning software has gone
hand in hand with the increasing viability and applicability of the energy industry. The
benefits of specialized AI software from C3.ai enable the management of grid assets and
provide the opportunity to predict and improve energy efficiency as a whole [2,3].

Active implementation of the OI and AI concept creates fundamentally new conditions
for the functioning of the energy sector [4]. Energy companies have entered the era of active
competition of open innovation technologies that can offer many energy supply options
using various energy sources [5,6]. One of the key segments of inter-fuel competition will
remain the electric power industry, which is especially relevant under the growing share
of electricity in the final consumption of energy resources [7]. Significant progress in the
cheapening of renewable energy technologies has made it possible to reduce production
costs significantly. Still, many of them have already passed the main part of the learning
curve, limiting the potential for further cost reductions. However, the time has come
for renewables to learn how to compete in the market independently without reliance
on large-scale government support. Competing fossil fuels are also making progress,
contributing to intensified inter-fuel competition by optimizing costs along the entire
chain and improving efficiency. At the same time, the mechanisms for power system
operation will also change. This will be facilitated by the introduction of a set of innovative,
automated, digital, and intelligent solutions, including technologies for predictive analytics,
robotics, multi-level telemetry, smart grids, active-adaptive networks, microgrids, digital
twins, Internet of Things, systems for collection, processing, and analysis of large amounts
of complex data (Big Data), systems for storage and transmission of large amounts of
encrypted data (blockchain platforms), and so on. All this opens, among other things,
new opportunities for the functioning of energy storage systems and the development of
distributed generation. The future configuration of energy systems and the role of fossil
fuels in balancing uneven production and consumption will largely depend on progress in
electricity storage. This problem has intensified for many countries by introducing RES
capacities since the traditional unevenness on the consumption side has been supplemented
by a significant unevenness on the production side [8].

AI has already changed the methods that many industries operate, and the energy
sector is not an exception. Energy companies and individual consumers use AI to collect
and analyze data to identify and track trends in energy sector production and consump-
tion [9–13]. Therefore, in light of the increasing energy sector popularity, through the active
use of AI technologies, companies have a great opportunity to use them to reduce costs,
improve the safety, reliability, and sustainability of their systems, and reduce risks to gain
competitive advantages [9,11,14]. The energy demand will only increase in the future.

Regardless of the industry and business activity, maintaining a competitive market
position and business efficiency in current conditions depends on the AI implementation
success and machine learning technologies that enable optimal business decisions [15–17].
AI creates surplus value for businesses because it helps to use the full potential of available
data, makes reliable forecasts, and automates complex tasks. It also enhances productivity
by automating business processes and targets that humans previously implemented [18]. A
recent Frost and Sullivan analysis, “The Impact of Artificial Intelligence (AI) on Energy and
Utilities”, substantiated that AI will improve efficiency in the energy sector in the near term
by automating operations in the energy industries [11]. This, in turn, will allow energy
companies to use new business and service models. Global spending on AI is projected
to double over the next 4 years, rising from USD 50.1 billion in 2020 to more than USD
110 billion in 2024 [19]. The AI practical use by energy companies worldwide is predicted
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to be USD 7.78 billion by 2024 and the average annual market growth rate from 2019 to
2024 to be 22.49% [20]. Experts predict that AI can provide faster decarbonization of the
energy sector. It is expected that by 2050, energy sector sources will occupy a share of more
than 80% of the energy mix, and their combination with the AI introduction and predictive
algorithms can lead to even more efficient integration of these energy sources [21]. About
81% of the world’s energy companies will implement AI in production by 2025, according
to a study by EURELECTRIC, the European electricity association [21].

Russia, characterized by its advanced positions in nuclear weapons and space technol-
ogy development, does not occupy a significant place in AI development and implemen-
tation. It ranks 30th out of 54 countries studied [22]. Nevertheless, it should be pointed
out that the national government is promoting initiatives in these developments [23]. It is
proved by the establishment of the AI Center at Moscow Institute of Physics and Technol-
ogy and financial planning for the industry for 5 years of USD 2 billion according to the
National Strategy for Artificial Intelligence Development until 2030 [24]. The size of state
investment in Russia is not inferior to that in the USA and UK [22]. The popularity of AI
by businesses in Russia is also increasing. According to Worldwide Artificial Intelligence
Spending Guide 2019 assessments, Russian spending on AI was determined to be USD
172 million (at the end of 2019) with 30% annual growth [25], but it remains relatively
insignificant. By comparison, investment in AI in Europe exceeded USD 7 billion in 2019
and the USA exceeded USD 16.5 billion [26].

There are many expectations associated with the Russian market of AI systems, from
the rapid growth of innovative domestic technologies to a powerful wave of practical
implementations based on the most advanced innovative developments. The financial
industry remains the leader in the number of business projects for AI implementation [25].
Here technology allows for cost reduction, risk minimization, verification of borrowers,
and their capacity to pay, forecasting, and so on [27]. Manufacturing, wholesale and
retail trade, and the public sector are beginning to implement AI well behind Russia’s
financial and energy sectors [28]. Today, only 11% of energy companies are beginning to
implement AI technologies [29]. Nevertheless, about 43% of Russian businesses do not use
AI technology in their business activities and do not plan to use it entirely. Business leaders
understand the effect of such innovations only in increasing productivity by reducing
costs and more accurate forecasting of consumer demand, which can be achieved by
cheaper alternative means of innovation [25]. The strategic goal of Russia is to ensure
its energy independence and competitiveness in the short term. However, the lack of
development of AI technologies and the unpreparedness of the energy sector to implement
them actively in practice may provoke the risk of Russia’s economic and technological gap
by 2024. Therefore, this study aims to identify the key factors having a destructive and
deterrent effect on readiness for AI technologies of companies generating energy sector and
determine the current readiness level of such companies operating in an emerging market
environment for the case of Russia. It also aims at identifying the distinguishing factors of
readiness for AI of companies operating in the energy sector industry in a developed and
developing economy.

According to the new “Energy Strategy of Russia for the period up to 2030” [30], energy
companies should be oriented towards using their potential as effectively as possible by
increasing the innovation component in their activities and introducing “Energy-as-a-
Service” (EaaS) approach [31]. EaaS is a packet service model which provides the customer
with hardware, software, and energy services. EaaS solutions should include consumption
management and energy efficiency services, facilitate the introduction of RES and other
decentralized energy sources, and optimize the balance between supply and demand in
the electricity market. The main advantage for the consumer is the simplification of the
service package despite their growing diversity [32]. The transition to the EaaS model can
be accomplished in several stages. First, it is necessary to integrate AI technologies into
core processes for expanding the range of products and services and, finally, to develop
comprehensive energy packages according to the EaaS concept [31].
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AI is most commonly understood as an engineering technology dealing with cogni-
tive tasks typically destined for human intelligence, such as learning, problem-solving
and pattern recognition, data aggregation, processing, and so on [33]. An efficient AI
system can “think” faster and process more information than any human brain [34,35].
AI is based on various machine-learning technologies that recognize patterns in data and
generate projections. AI creates surplus value for businesses because it helps to use the
full potential of available data, makes reliable forecasts, and automates complex tasks. It
also enhances productivity by automating business processes and targets that humans
previously implemented [18,36–38].

Many Russian energy companies are now improving growth rates and productivity
with AI solutions [8,39,40]. The result of the first wave of AI implementation has been
the penetration of “intelligence” into business processes and efficiency improvements [41].
However, the second wave of AI implementation brings deeper transformations and creates
opportunities for the most remarkable innovative breakthroughs. This is about creating
new economic opportunities for the energy industry [4,42] and solving many pressing
human problems, from ecology to radical changes in health and well-being [10,41,42]. The
greatest effect here could come from the cooperation of Russian energy companies with
innovative start-ups, research centers, and universities that can extract new value from
various AI technologies. Therefore, at the present stage, an indispensable condition for
the development of the energy industry is its readiness to implement AI through OI. The
concept of OI aims to ensure the openness of the innovation process for experts from other
areas. At the same time, the traditional model implies reliance on the internal human
capital of the company [3,43–45]. OI accelerates the movement of internal and external
information flows, opens new perspectives at all stages of the value chain [46,47].

The technological paradigm in the global EI has now reached its efficiency limits.
The development and implementation of OI will be an absolute necessity in areas where
accessibility, reliability, and quality of energy supply are in high demand [5,6,48]. OI in
the energy sector optimizes the use of existing infrastructure and incorporates the latest
energy storage systems, regulated consumption solutions, and systems used to organize
energy services close to consumers and based on 110 kV distribution grid infrastructure
and below into the generation and distribution process [49].

The strategic goal of Russia is to ensure its energy independence and competitiveness
in the short term. However, the lack of development of AI technologies and OI and the
unpreparedness of the energy sector to implement it actively in practice may provoke the
risk of Russia’s economic and technological gap by 2024. Therefore, this study aims to
identify the key factors having a destructive and deterrent effect on readiness to develop OI
for implementation of AI technologies of companies generating energy and determine the
current readiness level of such companies operating in an emerging market environment
for the case of Russia. It also aims at identifying the distinguishing factors of readiness for
AI of companies operating in the energy sector industry in a developed and developing
economy.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Open Innovations for AI Implementation in the Energy Sector

The OI process initiated by multinational energy companies overcomes not only geo-
graphical but also institutional and disciplinary barriers. By bringing together a wide range
of actors in innovation systems (enterprises, the public research sector, and customers), this
process forces them to adapt their business models to increasing global competition, which
is increasingly based on OI and knowledge [1]. This trend poses no less of a challenge also
to state energy policy. Its traditional approaches and tools may not be efficient enough to
allow the country to take maximum advantage of the globalization of innovative markets
and networks. The only effective strategy in such circumstances can be offensive, involving
the development of international relations in all forms, emphasizing small and medium-
sized businesses, which will lead to the strengthening of national and regional innovation
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systems. In addition, the state is intended to ensure the most favorable framework con-
ditions for innovation, including specialized research and development infrastructure, to
attract and retain highly mobile investments in knowledge and talented people [50].

OI in the global energy sector is a set of processes that lead to new or improved
technologies that increase the diversity of energy resources used, increase the reliability of
energy systems, and reduce the economic, environmental, and political costs associated
with electricity generation and distribution [51,52]. OI in energy is a process reflected in the
market share and other factors related to the dissemination of new energy technologies. The
process begins with the invention of the technology and ends with its dissemination [52].
Dissemination of innovations in the energy sector refers to demonstration projects that play
a vital role in the commercialization of innovations in the energy sector [49,53]. The level
of technical novelty in the electricity sector plays a key role in their dissemination [54].

Innovations in the global EI are closely linked to changes in technology, but it is not
worth saying that this is the only type of innovation possible in this industry. The EI
companies are changing when introducing organizational innovations caused by changes
in the market environment [55,56].

Studying the theoretical basis of innovation in the global energy sector requires further
classification since technological innovation in the energy sector is twofold. On the one
hand, energy is a factor of production that has some value. On the other hand, energy
transformation is part of the innovation process, creating disruptive innovation [49,57].

AI is not one technology but a collection of multiple technologies, the full effect of
which can be felt only when they are used together [23]. Since not all energy companies
are ready to spend significant resources on the internal development of AI technologies,
cooperation with other organizations may be a solution. Companies should understand
what an area of transformational change is and what a growth point is. Additionally, the
energy sector must radically change its strategies for training, performance assessment,
and engaging AI implementers. They will need to train staff in new skills and retrain them
at a rate and scale higher than the market as a whole, and they will need to keep staff at the
appropriate skill level at all times. The optimal use of AI technology will have to empower
professionals, helping them be more efficient and do their jobs more creatively, accurately,
and qualitatively. This includes building a culture of continuous learning, which is possible
largely due to new technologies such as personalized online courses replacing traditional
educational programs and gadgets like “smart glasses” that help improve employees’
knowledge and skills in parallel with their daily duties [18]. Partnerships with start-ups,
universities, and individual experts that open up access to global knowledge and skills
ensure that energy companies are efficient in this area.

The true value of AI for the energy sector is not in some algorithm or neural network
per se but rather in how data analytics can change the way of doing business. For using
AI technology effectively, it is necessary to have access to a large variety of data, not just a
specific part of the dataset. Therefore, OI allows energy companies to share data in a secure
environment, secures information, and ensures that members can share it fearlessly on an
ongoing basis to develop the energy market as a whole.

OI opens up access to AI and encourages energy companies to use new technologies
that may otherwise be out of their reach due to their high cost or long development
cycles [51]. Companies can use a range of AI frameworks and technology platforms, such
as Gigster. This platform brings together leading AI developers and designers, or cloud
services of Microsoft Azure Machine Learning and Amazon Machine Learning [58].

2.2. Artificial Intelligence in the Energy Sector

Scientists began to study AI as a new prospect in the middle of the 20th century. Its
prerequisites were the emergence of the foundations of the mathematical theory of computation
(algorithmic information theory) [59] when the first computers appeared and the Turing
Test was developed. However, the term “artificial intelligence” first came into scientific
use only in 1956, at a conference at Dartmouth University in the USA during a six-week
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discussion among scientists such as McCarthy, Minsky, Shannon, and Turing [60]. Then,
one could observe significant steps forward in AI development due to large-scale funding
of initiatives by military research organizations. In the USSR, work in AI began in the
1960s. In 1964, the Leningrad logician Sergey Maslov published the work “Inverse method
for deducibility detection in classical predicate calculus” [61]. In this work, the method of
automatic search for theorem proving in predicate calculus was proposed for the first time.
In 1966, V. F. Turchin developed the language of recursive functions “Refal” [62]. Until 2016,
AI research and development have responded by developing AI as a system capable of
self-learning without outside assistance [63]. However, since 2016, there are many subject
area involvements in AI with more practical relevance to AI than a fundamental one.
One of the main directions in AI has become the study of ways to create AI, representing
the integration of already developed AI systems into a single system capable of solving
humanity’s problems [34].

AI research initially focused on enough broad range of issues and applications within
the concept of Industry 4.0 (the fourth industrial revolution), adding to the controversy
over the stage of technological and economic development in current conditions and how
innovative technologies will and can ensure the sustainability of economic growth [64–66].
The fourth stage of the industrial revolution is characterized by the introduction of cyber-
physical systems into factory processes. These systems are expected to network together,
communicate with each other in real time, self-adjust, and learn new behaviors. AI solutions
are now an integral part of the implementation of Industry 4.0 projects [7,64,67]. For
example, there are (1) “narrow” AI, which automates decision-making in a specific area, (2)
“broad” AI, which works in various tasks and areas that are more diverse without significant
changes in methodology, and (3) “general” AI, which is closest to the capabilities of the
human brain [68]. General AI is rather the ultimate aim of concept development. Now it is
an elusive ideal limited by the current technological level of civilization.

As communication systems and tasks become more and more complicated, researchers
have focused on a whole new level of “intelligence” of supporting software systems, such
as protection against unauthorized access [69], the security of information assets [70], pro-
tection against attacks, semantic analysis and online searching [69,70], and so on. On the
other hand, as the globalization of economic life raises competition to a fundamentally dif-
ferent level, many studies have emerged in the area of business and resource management
system efficiency [71–73], analytical capabilities, and trend forecasting in the economy [15],
as well as radical improvements in labor efficiency, reducing the financial and labor costs of
doing business [18,74], increasing sustainable economic growth through green economy de-
velopment [75], and so on. Recently, scientists have been particularly interested in studying
AI in terms of the ability to make the right business decisions and reduce business costs [76].
As the commercial potential of AI technologies moved beyond clearly laboratory research,
they become of economic value. Therefore, in current conditions, a cycle of engineering
technology development has come when even small improvements in function lead to a
marked increase in economic value, thereby increasingly attracting investors.

Most scientists hold the viewpoint of the positive impact of the practical AI technology
implementation on energy sector development and the economy as a whole [18,33,69,75]
and human capital potential [77]. Within this spectrum, a dominant number of papers focus
specifically on demonstrative assessments of the possible impact/effects of digitalization
on particular industries and groups of industries in the global economy [12,13,18,33,72,77]
and empirical assessments of digitalization effects of using machine intelligence [78–80].
Although, some scientists investigate the threats to energy security that AI technologies
may carry. According to research by Oxford professor Nick Bostrom, by 2022, AI will begin
to think about 10% like a human, by 2040, 50% like a human, and by 2075, the thinking
processes of a robot will be indistinguishable from human thinking [81]. The topic of
humanity’s future, confrontation with machines, and, conversely, hybridization drew to
light new various concerns and terms. These include transhumanism and technological
singularity. It is the point in time when computers, in all their incarnations, will become
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smarter than humans are. When this happens, computers will grow exponentially com-
pared to themselves and reproduce themselves, and their intelligence will be billions of
times faster than human intelligence. It is predicted that this moment could come in 2030.
The principal representative of this idea is Raymond Kurzweil [82].

However, most modern scientists assess the AI contribution to the development of the
energy sector as positive. They deepen their research by evaluating the complementary
and destructive factors of developing and implementing these technologies in business.
In doing so, they highlight abilities, investment, and leadership attitudes [83,84] as the
underlying drivers of energy economy readiness for AI, which put developed countries
and China at the top of all ranking scores on the level of AI implementation in the energy
sector [85].

Appendix A (Table A1) shows the results of research into the use of AI methods in the
energy sector [2,86–105]. It should be noted that the most promising groups of tasks where
AI using OI can affect are the next:

• Forecasting (meteorological information, equipment operating conditions, consump-
tion changes, and so on);

• Optimization (modes of operation of power system components, consumption, net-
work configuration, and so on);

• Management (artificial lighting, RES and batteries, asset performance, and so on);
• Communication (energy companies with consumers);
• Development of services (in terms of customer satisfaction with the range of services

provided by companies, participation of companies in energy markets, addressing
quality assurance issues).

Thus, further expansion of the use of AI tools in the energy sector will inevitably take
place alongside unfolding processes such as:

• Energy transformation, driven by the increasing use of local RES as well as the
intelligent production, transmission, and consumption of energy (smart technologies);

• Digital transformation, driven by the increasing need for monitoring and analysis
of data (Big Data) as well as the introduction of new technologies (e.g., blockchain,
digital substation, unmanned devices for surveillance of facilities, and so on);

• Integration and mutual influence of different sectors of the energy and transport
sectors (e.g., power-to-X technologies).

Given the above, there is no doubt that the energy sector positions as one of the most
interesting applications of AI methods will strengthen.

Despite growing interest, academic contributions to energy-related AI and OI research
in emerging economies remain insignificant [85]. The institutional environment in de-
veloping countries is very different from that in developed countries. Such a situation
creates barriers and challenges to AI-based energy sector applications [10,106]. In Russia,
scientists consider the benefits of using AI as a rule to militarize the economy [107,108].
This specificity of scientific research comes from the fact that public funding leaders are AI
projects for the public sector, transport industry, defense, and security [109]. It indicates
that Russia primarily supports projects with rapid anticipated practical application. For
example, data analysis and various recognition systems help to optimize logistics and
transportation problems. Current geopolitical challenges also determine the urgent need
for intelligent systems for the modernization of the military-industrial complex. However,
since Western scientists are actively studying new AI and OI conceptual frameworks in the
energy sector, and their energy efficiency has been clearly proven, there is a need to search
for AI development readiness factors to find and identify the most significant areas for the
efficient use of AI in companies generating energy sector with a focus on emerging markets.
Empirical research can help companies identify and understand the AI disruptive potential
and the obstacles and challenges associated with AI implementation and integration in the
energy sector in emerging economies.

The following hypotheses were developed proceeding from the established research aims:
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Hypothesis 1 (H1). The energy industry is on its way to a new business concept, named Energy-
as-a-Service (EaaS), which implies providing new energy services directly to the consumer. EaaS
includes consumption management, consumption optimization upon the availability of a local source
and battery, energy exchange through the local grid, or energy savings. The implementation of this
business concept necessitates the introduction of OI and AI in the energy industry around the world.
Increasing readiness to implement OI and AI technologies is intended to make the energy industry
cheaper to produce and more competitive.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). The tangible economic effect is the main goal of using AI. From this point of
view, the companies that have long and actively applied the concept of OI in business are the highest
priority for AI implementation because they are the most competitive and the most efficient in
introducing new technologies. It is precisely such companies that should ensure significant economic
growth in the industry. Priority energy companies for AI implementation should first be selected
based on their readiness to implement AI and the potential cumulative effect that the impact will have
on the country’s overall economic growth. The main prerequisites for the successful implementation
of AI and OI in the Russian energy sector are public funding and efficient business cooperation
based on specialized strategies (road maps) that consider the level of innovation management, the
quality of human capital, and scientific activity.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). It is appropriate to apply the proposed empirical method for determining the
readiness level to AI technologies of companies operating in the energy industry. The integrated
readiness indicator for OI and AI implementation of companies can be calculated using fuzzy sets
and expressed through variance, taking into account the importance of the factors.

3. Methodology
3.1. Conditions of the Survey Aimed at Assessing Readiness of Companies to Develop OI for AI
Implementation

This study is based on the evaluation technique of technological readiness and its
variations [110,111]. These methodologies involve a questionnaire-based assessment of
readiness to develop OI for AI implementation by evaluating motivating factors (which
positively affect the ability to implement AI) and inhibiting factors (which inhibit AI
implementation). Motivating factors, according to [110], are optimism (the belief that
technology and innovation have positive benefits) and innovativeness (an inborn tendency
to experiment). Inhibiting factors are discomfort (lack of control over technology) and
insecurity (technology can adversely affect the user and society). According to these
directions, given the list of questions used in [110,111], the current economic situation,
and the AI application experience in Russia, survey questions were compiled to assess
the readiness of companies operating in the energy sector industry to develop OI for AI
implementation. The survey questions and notation of the indicators used in the study
are given by reference [112]. The survey was conducted once a quarter for 2018–2020.
Twelve surveys in total were conducted as part of this study. The respondents were 684
people—representatives (employees and managers) of 45 companies operating in the
energy sector industry in Russia. The number of completed questionnaires received each
time was between 547 and 684. For comparing the level and dynamics of readiness of
companies operating in the energy sector industry to develop OI for AI implementation
in Russia and Western Europe, a similar survey was conducted among representatives
of French companies during February–June 2018 and February–June 2020. As an object
of comparison, France is selected according to the results of clustering countries of the
world by the AI Readiness Index [14] and indicators of the use of AI [8]. For the study,
companies managed on an OI basis were selected, which invested significantly in the OI
implementation in 2014–2018. The analysis of such companies in Russia is given in [113].

The indicators proposed by Stanford University for clustering are, per capita, the num-
ber of AI conference reports, number of report citations, number of AI papers, number of
AI paper citations, number of AI patents, number of patent citations, amount of investment
in AI, and number of funded AI development start-ups. Thus, the studied indicators made
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it possible to cluster countries according to the current level of AI development (the number
of publications and patents and their citations, amount of financing) and its potential (the
level of human capital development, infrastructure, and the state of legal regulation). The
use of per capita indicators of AI development in clustering made it possible to ensure
comparability of research results regardless of the country’s size.

Clustering was conducted based on 2020 data for 26 countries leading in AI use for
which data are published. Three country clusters were determined according to the level of
AI development, using hierarchical clustering and k-means. The adequacy of the clustering
results is evidenced by the intergroup variance values (Between SS), which exceeds the
intragroup variance (Within SS); F-criterion, the calculated values of which exceed the
tabulated 3.42 at a significance level of 0.05, and signif. p < 0.05 for all indicators (Table 1).

Table 1. Clustering indicators of countries by level of AI development.

Variable Between SS Within SS F Signif. p

Number of reports at AI conferences per capita 5823.51 4699.56 14.25 0.0001
Number of citations of AI reports per capita 10,206.35 3936.83 29.81 0.0000
Number of AI papers per capita 4853.57 2459.47 7.48 0.0031
Number of citations of AI papers per capita 5648.68 4242.57 15.31 0.0001
Number of AI patents per capita 17,816.65 5099.55 40.18 0.0000
Number of patent citations per capita 15,454.24 4477.93 39.69 0.0000
Amount of investment in AI per capita 7427.63 6772.68 12.61 0.0002
Number of funded AI development start-ups per capita 430.45 173.42 30.04 0.0000
AI Readiness Index 297.27 107,52 3.79 0.0321

According to the clustering results, Singapore and Switzerland formed the cluster of
countries with the highest level of AI development (Cluster 1). In terms of AI development,
Finland, France, Japan, the United States, and South Korea follow them (Cluster 2). Russia
is in Cluster 3, characterized by the lowest level of AI development per capita of the
countries under review. Based on this, for Russia at this stage, the target parameter of AI
development is to move to Cluster 2. Based on the Euclidean distance between countries
that formed cluster 2 and the center of this cluster, France, with the minimum distance,
is the representative cluster country. Therefore, this study compares the development
levels of readiness factors to implement AI in Russia and France (as a benchmark of AI
development for Russia at this stage).

France is also actively developing the energy sector, as evidenced by one of the world’s
leading positions in the global wind energy market [29], with a high-efficiency level in this
type of energy. This industry companies in France have experience in AI implementation,
which has a positive impact on the industry’s efficiency. Thus, the use of French companies
in this study made it possible to explore the best AI practices for energy sector development
based on a comparative assessment of the factors that determine the readiness of companies
to implement AI and the level of their development.

The survey involved 396 people—representatives of 24 companies in France. All
of them sent inquiry returns based on the results of the first survey stage. According
to the results of the second survey, 388 questionnaires were answered. The survey was
conducted using Google Forms. Business representatives, who understand the essence of
AI, previously had an experience of its use, or were aware of its opportunities when using
in companies operating in the energy sector industry, took part in the survey.

Forty-five enterprises in Russia and 396 representatives of 24 enterprises in France
took part in the survey. The respondents were men (65.9%) and women (34.1%) under
the age of 25 (15.6%), 25–44 (70.8%), 44–60 (13.6%). By status in the company, 15.9% were
employees, 44% were low-level managers, 31.7% were middle managers, 6% were senior
managers, and 2.3% were business owners.

In scale, most enterprises have branches and subdivisions on the territory of more
than three regions of Russia/France (49.3%), on the territory of 2–3 regions (24.6%), in other
countries (5.8%). In total, 20.3% operate in one region.
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The representativeness of the survey results is evidenced by the number of sampling
population (547–684 people in Russia and 388–396 people in France) with the sufficient
number of 384 people determined based on the 95% confidence probability,±5% confidence
interval, and the size of general population > 30 people. The representativeness is also
evidenced by the fact that the survey participants had different ages, statuses in the
company (employees, managers of the lower, middle, upper level, and owners), work
experience, and education. Participation in the survey was voluntary, and the results were
anonymous to other respondents.

Questions 1–8 of the questionnaire were used to obtain the characteristics of the
business and the respondents themselves, which may affect the study results. The readiness
degrees of companies to develop OI for AI implementation and the factors that determine
them are evidenced by the results of the answers to questions nos. 9–45. Responses to
Questions 9–11 were quantified on the next scale: answer a corresponds to a score of 0
points, answer b—5 points, answer c—10 points, and answer d—15 points. Quantitative
assessment for questions nos. 12–45 is represented by integers in the range of 0–5 points,
according to the assessment scheme specified in the respective question.

The reliability of the proposed questionnaire is evidenced by the value of Cronbach’s
alpha (Table 2), calculated using Statistica 12.0 software, and the total percentage of variance
according to the factor analysis results by principal component analysis (PCA).

Table 2. The questions’ reliability factors in determining the readiness of Russian and French companies operating in the
energy sector industry to develop OI for AI implementation.

Question No. Alpha If
Deleted 1 Question No. Alpha If

Deleted Question No. Alpha If
Deleted Question No. Alpha If

Deleted

9 0.91 19 0.9 28 0.87 37 0.89

10 0.9 20 0.88 29 0.9 38 0.9

11 0.88 21 0.86 30 0.91 39 0.88

12 0.9 22 0.89 31 0.90 40 0.89

13 0.81 23 0.91 32 0.89 41 0.87

14 0.86 24 0.87 33 0.91 42 0.89

15 0.89 25 0.86 34 0.88 43 0.88

16 0.9 26 0.9 35 0.89 44 0.89

17 0.88 27 0.91 36 0.87 45 0.87

18 0.87
1 The reliability of the questionnaire was checked for each survey. The table shows the average values of Cronbach’s alpha for the questions
for the survey period (2018–2020) in Russia and France.

The average calculated value of Cronbach’s alpha was 0.89. It indicates the ques-
tionnaire’s internal consistency and ability to describe the factors determining business
readiness to develop OI for AI implementation. For questions nos. 9–10, 12, 16, 19, 23,
26–27, 29–31, 33, 38, the Cronbach’s alpha values are above average. It means that excluding
these factors from the questionnaire will lead to greater consistency. On the other hand,
their exclusion leads to a significant decrease in the cumulative percentage of variance from
89.4–92.0% to 84.6–85.4%. To preserve informativeness and considering that the proposed
questionnaire is reliable based on the overall Cronbach’s alpha (0.89), the questions were
not excluded from the questionnaire.

To process the results obtained and confirm the questionnaire informativeness (through
the cumulative variance index), PCA was conducted according to the results of each survey.
The points for the questions involving quantitative evaluation (nos. 9–45) corresponded to
variables. The variable AI9 corresponded to question no. 9, the variable AI10—to question
no. 10, and so on. The number of observations corresponded to the number of question-
naires: N є (547; 684) for Russia and 388, 396 for France between 2018 and November 2020.
Exceeding the number of observations over the number of variables by more than 2n + 1
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times (where n is the number of variables, n = 37) indicates the sample sufficiency for
PCA [114].

3.2. Assessment Model of Business Readiness to Develop OI for AI Implementation

The readiness indicator to develop OI for AI implementation is proposed to calculate
using fuzzy sets. The advantage of this method is that it allows you to obtain an integrated
quantitative and qualitative assessment (readiness level) based on the levels of individual
indicators. The use of individual indicator levels provides a balance of indicators when a
super-high value of one indicator cannot compensate for the low values of others, which
is possible when calculating the integrated indicator based on additive or multiplicative
convolution. The levels of indicators are determined based on the absolute values of the
indicators for Questions 9–45, taking into account potentially minimum and maximum
values. Potentially minimal value is 0 points, maximal for question no. 9–10 points, no.
10–5 points, no. 11–15 points, nos. 12–45–5 points. The levels obtained this way reflect the
current situation of the phenomenon under analysis and allow for the classification of the
entire possible range of values.

The probability of attributing the points for questions nos. 9–45 to levels (low, medium,
high) is determined based on the trapezoidal membership function. According to the
function chosen, there is a range of indicator values, which corresponds to 100% confidence
in attributing the indicator value to a defined level. There are also a range of 0% confidence
and intermediate values, for which the probability of attributing to the level is in the interval
of (0%; 100%). For each indicator, the range of actual and potential values for the entire
study period (2018–2020) was divided into three levels according to the Fibonacci sequence.
It was adjusted by narrowing the range of values of these levels until the differences in the
values of the indicators between the levels became statistically significant, according to
the t-test. The data set for determining the levels consisted of 8125 observations (the total
number of questionnaires for Russia and France during the study period). For determining
the probability of attributing to the level of intermediate values of indicators that have not
formed ranges of 100% confidence, it was proposed to use the formula:

µ(L) =
AI′′i −AIi

AI′′i −AI′i
µ(H) = 1− µ(L)

(1)

where µ(L) is the probability of attributing the i-th indicator to the lowest of the two possible
levels. Possible levels are those for which µ 6= 0; µ(H) is the probability of attributing the
i-th indicator to the highest of the two possible levels; AIi is the score for the i-th question
(the value of the i-th indicator), AIiє(AIi

′; AIi”); (AIi
′; AIi”) is an uncertainty zone between

the lowest (≤AIi
′) of the two possible levels and the highest (≥AIi”), between which there

are statistically significant differences by t-test.
The readiness-integrated indicator of companies to develop OI for AI implementation

is determined by the formula:

I =
n

∑
i=1

ki × (w1 × µi1 + w2 × µi2 + w3 × µi3) (2)

ki =
dj

N
∑

j=1
dj

/lj (3)

where ki is the rating of the i-th indicator; µi is the probability of attributing the i-th indicator
to the levels (µ1—low, µ2—medium, µ3—high), calculated based on 100% confidence zones
and intermediate probabilities calculated by the formula (1); w1 − w3 are adjusting factors
corresponding to the values w1 = 0.1, w2 = 0.5, w3 = 0.9 [115].
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Questions nos. 13, 15–16, 22–25, 27, 30–31, 39, 42–45 characterize the possible threats
when using AI. The higher the level of indicators AI13, AI15, AI16, AI22, AI23, AI24, AI25, AI27,
AI30, AI31, AI39, AI42, AI43, AI44, AI45, the lower the readiness to implement AI. Therefore,
for these indicators when calculating the integrated indicator w1 = 0.9, w2 = 0.5, w3 = 0.1;
Dj is the variance of the j-th factor, which includes the i-th indicator; lj is the number of
indicators included in the j-th factor; n is the total number of indicators (n = 37); N is the
number of significant factors (N = 6).

Ratings of the indicators are calculated by dividing the variance of the factor by the
number of indicators that form this factor. With this calculation method, the sum of the
ratings of all indicators in the integrated model is 1. It makes it possible to ensure the
commensurability of the integrated indicator by year as the indicator maximum value
IAI does not depend on the factor composition. Respectively, the calculated levels of the
integrated indicator are universal, and there is no need to recalculate them according to the
results of each questionnaire. The levels of the integrated indicator (low, medium, high)
are determined similarly to the levels of individual indicators AIi.

4. Results
4.1. Energy-As-A-Service

Energy-as-a-service (EaaS) is an innovative business model that involves the cumu-
lative use of an open innovation approach and AI technology implementation. Figure 1
visually presents the synergistic effect of AI and AI tools on developing the EaaS concept.
EaaS is a packet service model which provides the customer with hardware, software,
and energy services. EaaS solutions should include consumption management and en-
ergy efficiency services, facilitate the introduction of RES and other decentralized energy
sources, and optimize the balance between supply and demand in the electricity market.
The main advantage for the consumer is the simplification of the service package despite
their growing diversity [17]. This scenario requires a material, digital, and communica-
tion infrastructure, which means that different categories of players can operate in the
EaaS market: utilities and industrial enterprises, technology companies, large oil and gas
companies, specialized renewable energy providers, telecommunications companies, and
young innovative companies (start-ups). Depending on who will ensure the balance of
power in the new market and how widely innovative technologies will be introduced, four
development scenarios are possible: “EaaS-service providers”, “infrastructure solution
providers”, “dying giants”, or “stagnating utilities”. To adjust to the new realities, organi-
zations will have to change their business models, and in some cases, the changes will be
significant. The same trends that in due time had a significant impact on retail, transporta-
tion, and consumer electronics are now coming to the energy markets. Companies need
to understand what opportunities they can use, what competencies they need to develop,
and what market segments are the most promising for further growth. The transition to
the EaaS model can be accomplished in several stages. First, it is necessary to integrate AI
technologies into core processes; second, expand the range of products and services; and
finally, develop comprehensive energy packages according to the EaaS concept [31].

The model presented in Figure 1 is based on the assertion that effective implementa-
tion of the EaaS model is only possible in companies using open innovation, implemented
AI technologies, and applying tools of energy efficiency improvement. The OI concept
module will help energy enterprises identify, acquire, transform, and apply innovation re-
sources, facilitate generating knowledge resources, and user interaction behavior will help
enterprises effectively choose high-quality knowledge resources through collective knowl-
edge. With high-quality knowledge management capabilities, enterprises can transform
external users’ knowledge resources to improve their innovation performance. Improved
innovation performance attracts more users, which has a positive impact on innovative
and user interaction behavior. An effective management mechanism improves knowledge
management capabilities, which has a positive impact on innovation performance, helping
companies generate more innovation revenue and accelerate their development.
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of the cumulative effect of OI and AI on EaaS.

The introduction of the EaaS concept shifts the emphasis from centralized, asset-
oriented power generation and sales to passive customers. Instead, it offers end-to-end
management of energy assets and customer services. This requires the cumulative use
of all technologies presented in both AI Tools and Tools of Energy Sphere Effectiveness
blocks. Thus, the companies planning to implement EaaS need to assess their readiness to
implement AI technologies.

4.2. Readiness Factors of Companies to Develop OI for AI Implementation

Due to the PCA, it was found that the factors that determine the readiness of companies
operating in the energy sector industry to implement AI are the factor of economic efficiency,
information security and correctness, legal regulation, professional training, psychological
readiness, personnel development, and objectivity of decision-making. The Kaiser criterion
determines the number of significant factors. The factor composition was determined
based on the significant factor loadings of the indicator from the relevant factor. Significant
factor loadings are taken ≥|0.75| [114]. During the study period of 2018–2020, the factor
composition for Russian and French enterprises is unchanged.

Cost efficiency is formed from the indicators AI17, AI20, AI21, AI26, AI30, AI32–AI39,
AI45, which assess AI’s ability to replace human labor with increased productivity, pro-
duction efficiency, transportation, energy-saving, production volumes, improved product
quality, and optimization of business processes. All indicators, except AI30, AI39, AI45, are
stimulators in assessing readiness to develop OI for AI implementation. Indicators AI30,
AI39, AI45 reflect possible economic losses when using AI, which are:
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• Increased unemployment and, as a consequence, decreased consumer demand;
• The high cost of AI implementation.

Negative factor loadings of these indicators are indicative of positive values of factor
loadings of other factor indicators.

The information security factor, correctness, and legal regulation are composed of
indicators AI13, AI15, AI16, AI27, AI31, AI42–AI44. This readiness factor reflects the risks
associated with the possibility of cyber-threats, data leak, system failure, lack of regulation
at the legislative level of AI use, distribution of responsibility, and copyrights. The factor is a
disincentive as its development reduces the readiness to develop OI for AI implementation.

The professional training factor reflects the level of education, computer skills, and
experience in using AI in professional activities, creating an objective basis for AI imple-
mentation. The indicators that composed the factor were AI9–AI11, AI40, AI41.

The psychological readiness factor includes indicators AI12, AI14, AI28, AI29; it reflects
the personal inclination of representatives of business leaders to risk and innovation,
which are associated with AI implementation; the efficiency of the vendor management
system from the perspective of the possibility to increase personnel readiness to implement
technological innovations.

The staff development factor is a disincentive one in AI development. It reflects
possible risks associated with professional degradation of employees (AI22), decrease in
responsibility (AI23), intelligence (AI24), and creativity (AI25).

The decision-making objectivity factor reflects such positive AI aspects, such as objec-
tivity, validity, and non-corruption of decision-making (AI18, AI19).

The values of variance, which characterize the importance of the factors that determine
the readiness to develop OI for AI implementation in the enterprises operating in the energy
sector industry of Russia and France, are shown in Figure 2 and Table 3, respectively.

Figure 2. Variance factors determining the readiness of companies operating in the energy sector industry to develop OI for
AI implementation in Russia.
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Table 3. Factors determining the readiness of companies operating in the energy sector industry to
develop OI for AI implementation in France.

Factor
Percentage of the Factor Variance by Survey Periods, %

February–June 2018 February–June 2018

Cost efficiency 24.8 26.7
Information security and correctness,

legal regulation 17.7 17.0

Professional training 15.6 15.5
Psychological readiness 12.9 13.0

Staff development 10.5 10.2
Decision-making objectivity 9.4 9.6

Cumulative percentage of variance 90.9 92.0

The analysis showed that during the entire period, the most significant factor in
assessing the readiness to develop OI for AI implementation, regardless of the country, is
the factor of economic efficiency. Its variance has an upward trend over the study period:
for Russia—from 23.4% to 29.7%, for France—from 24.8% to 26.7%. The importance of
information security and correctness decreases from 22.5% to 17.2% in Russia and from
17.7% to 17% in France. It is associated with the continuous improvement of AI technologies
and strengthening their information security. The importance of other factors is 14.0–15.6%
for the training, 10.9–13.0% for psychological readiness, 9.3–10.5% for staff development,
and 8.4–9.6% for the decision-making objectivity factors. The cumulative percentage of
the variance 89.4–92.0%, which exceeds the 80% sufficient level [114], evidences the factor
analysis adequacy.

4.3. Integrated Assessment of Readiness of Companies Operating in the Energy Sector Industry to
Develop OI for AI Implementation

Using Fibonacci’s sequence and Student’s t-test, the ranges of indicator values, cor-
responding to the 100% confidence zone in attributing indicator values to a certain level,
were determined based on assessments on questions nos. 9–45. The ranges of values are
shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Value ranges of levels of indicators determining readiness to develop OI for AI implementa-
tion in Russian and French companies operating in the energy sector industry.

Indicator
Indicator Values by Level

Indicator
Indicator Values by Level

Low
(µ1 = 1)

Medium
(µ2 = 1)

High
(µ3 = 1)

Low
(µ1 = 1)

Medium
(µ2 = 1)

High
(µ3 = 1)

AI9 [0; 3.6] [4.0; 5.9] [6.3; 10] AI28 [0; 1.4] [2.0; 3.1] [3.3; 5]
AI10 [0; 1.5] [2.1; 2.6] [3.1; 5] AI29 [0; 1.7] [2.3; 3.0] [3.2; 5]
AI11 [0; 5.5] [5.8; 9.0] [9.4; 15] AI30 [0; 1.6] [2.0; 2.8] [3.2; 5]
AI12 [0; 1.8] [2.0; 3.0] [3.2; 5] AI31 [0; 1.2] [1.9; 2.6] [3.1; 5]
AI13 [0; 1.7] [1.9; 3.1] [3.4; 5] AI32 [0; 1.7] [2.0; 2.8] [3.1; 5]
AI14 [0; 1.8] [2.0; 2.9] [3.2; 5] AI33 [0; 1.6] [1.9; 2.7] [3.1; 5]
AI15 [0; 1.8] [2.1; 2.9] [3.3; 5] AI34 [0; 1.8] [2.1; 2.8] [3.2; 5]
AI16 [0; 1.6] [1.9; 2.7] [3.1; 5] AI35 [0; 1.7] [2.1; 3.0] [3.3; 5]
AI17 [0; 1.7] [2.0; 2.8] [3.2; 5] AI36 [0; 1.8] [2.0; 2.9] [3.2; 5]
AI18 [0; 1.5] [2.2; 2.9] [3.4; 5] AI37 [0; 1.6] [2.0; 3.0] [3.3; 5]
AI19 [0; 1.7] [2.1; 3.0] [3.3; 5] AI38 [0; 1.8] [1.9; 2.9] [3.2; 5]
AI20 [0; 1.6] [2.4; 3.0] [3.2; 5] AI39 [0; 1.8] [2.0; 2.9] [3.2; 5]
AI21 [0; 1.8] [2.4; 2.9] [3.4; 5] AI40 [0; 1.5] [2.1; 2.6] [3.1; 5]
AI22 [0; 1.9] [2.0; 3.1] [3.3; 5] AI41 [0; 1.8] [2.4; 2.8] [3.3; 5]
AI23 [0; 1.6] [2.0; 2.8] [3.3; 5] AI42 [0; 1.6] [2.0; 2.9] [3.1; 5]
AI24 [0; 1.6] [2.2; 2.8] [3.2; 5] AI43 [0; 1.8] [2.0; 2.7] [3.0; 5]
AI25 [0; 1.5] [2.1; 2.6] [3.1; 5] AI44 [0; 1.5] [2.0; 2.7] [2.9; 5]
AI26 [0; 1.8] [2.0; 2.8] [3.2; 5] AI45 [0; 1.6] [2.1; 2.6] [3.0; 5]
AI27 [0; 1.7] [2.1; 3.0] [3.3; 5]
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The probability of attributing values, not included in the specified ranges to a certain
level, was determined by the formula (1). The values of the readiness indicators to imple-
ment AI and their levels for the last studied period (Q4 2020 for Russia and February–June
2020 for France) are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Values of readiness indicators of companies operating in the energy sector industry to develop OI for AI
implementation in Russia and France.

The results of the survey in Russia have shown a high level of indicator that stimu-
lates OI development for AI implementation. It is the level of education—the majority of
respondents have a master’s degree, and some have a bachelor’s degree. Business represen-
tatives positively assess the ability to increase objectivity and validity in decision-making
with the use of AI (the average indicator value is 3.4 points out of 5), reduce corruption
(3.9 points), reduce the time spent on work tasks (4.1 points), increase business efficiency
(3.7 points). At the same time, along with awareness of the economic efficiency of AI
technology, respondents point to the high cost of these technologies (4.9 points out of 5).

Disincentives in AI development are the low information security, correctness, legal
regulation, and the professional training factors due to the legislative lack of AI functioning
regulation and the lack of experience of its application by employees. In contrast to middle
and senior management, the psychological readiness factor is low for employees and lower-
level managers, which indicates a low degree of perception of technological innovations.

In terms of individual indicators, there is a high risk of cyber threats (4.5 points out of
5), risk of data leak (4 points), wrong decision making (3.7 points), professional degradation
of employees (4.1 points), loss of employees’ ability to make decisions and take responsibil-
ity (3.8 points), a decrease of employees’ intelligence (4 points) and creativity (4.2 points),
creation of a fake reality (3.9 points), significant growth of unemployment (4.8 points),
failure in the functioning of AI technologies (4 points), low level of AI user experience in
professional activity (1.1 points), and high risks associated with legislative misregulation
(4.6–4.7 points). A significant disincentive in OI development for AI implementation is
also an ineffective vendor management system, which does not involve a motivation to
use AI technologies and psychological work to increase the willingness of personnel to use
technological innovations. The ineffective vendor management system is evidenced by
the average value of the indicator AI28 = 1.4 points in Russia. The destabilizing effect of
this indicator is intensified by the negative personnel attitude to technological innovations
(AI29 = 1.8 points).

For enterprises in France, the readiness to develop OI for AI implementation is higher
in all components. It is achieved by more user experience in AI technology, more trust in AI,
and awareness of its cost-efficiency. The higher readiness rates are also due to legislative
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regulation in the use of AI: defining decision-making responsibilities [116], prioritizing
cooperation of European Union countries for AI development [117–121].

The dynamics of the integrated indicator of readiness to develop OI for AI implemen-
tation of companies operating in the energy sector industry, calculated by the formula (2),
is shown in Figure 4. The table shows the average values of the integrated indicator for the
sample of respondents and their levels. Low readiness level for AI implementation corre-
sponds to values of the integrated indicator (0.1; 0.35), average—(0.40; 0.59), high—(0.62;
0.9). The probability of attributing intermediate values to a certain level is determined
by the formula (1) by analogy with the classification of individual readiness indicators of
companies to develop OI for AI implementation.

Figure 4. Values and levels of the readiness integrated indicator to develop OI for AI implementation of Russian and
French companies operating in the energy sector industry. Note: L—the probability of assigning the value of the integrated
readiness indicator to develop OI for AI implementation to the low level; M—to the medium; H—to the high level.

The analysis shows that the readiness level to develop OI for AI implementation has
a pronounced upward trend over 2018–2020 in two countries. Despite this, readiness to
implement AI in Russia was at a low level until Q2 2020 inclusive. In Q3 2020, readiness
was classified as low, with a probability of 60%, and as a medium with a probability of
40%. In Q4 2020, it is possible to assert with 60% confidence the medium level of readiness
and with 40%—the low level. While maintaining these integrated indicator growth rates,
Russian companies will be ready to implement AI in 3–4 years, when the readiness indicator
reaches a high level.

In France, the readiness to develop OI for AI implementation was at an average level
in 2018 and a high level in 2020, with integrated indicator values of 0.49 and 0.65. Despite
the high level of readiness, according to the survey results in 2020, the disincentives in AI
development in France are the high cost of technology, higher risk of fake reality creation,
failure of AI technology functioning, and unemployment growth in the country.

5. Discussion
5.1. The Efficiency of AI Technologies Implementation in the Energy Sector: The Implication of OI

The Energy sector in 2019–2021 years has to cope with an ever-increasing demand
for energy and pressure from regulators and consumers to improve services, conserve
exhaustible natural resources, and reduce carbon emissions. Only a rapid and high-quality
modernization of the power grid using AI technologies and OI can reduce the impact
of these factors on energy companies’ business. For example, the International Energy
Agency (IEA) estimates that AI technologies will save more than 5% of power generation
costs [9,122]. This is why the industry, which invested only in rare capital IT projects for
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many years, is now investing billions of dollars in innovations. Gartner estimates that
there are already more than 1.1 billion smart devices in power grids worldwide, and their
number is growing rapidly. This is because detectors and sensors connected to the grid can
collect and transmit all information needed for the stable work of the power grid. Already,
drones and IoT devices are being used to check facilities and lines in hard-to-reach areas,
and smart meters provide up-to-the-minute data on electricity demand. Moreover, IoT
sensors also help monitor sudden changes in temperature, humidity, vibration, and many
other parameters that affect grid overloads and power outages. This helps reduce the risks
of power grid malfunctions. Another technology that is already fundamentally changing
the principles of the energy sector is the digital twin [123]. This is a virtual copy of the
energy system, which reliably displays the state of all physical assets of the energy company.
Data from sensors, cameras, and other sources of information located at each infrastructure
object are transmitted in real time to a specialized information system and used to create
its exact three-dimensional model. The result is an environment with one source of reliable
information about all company’s assets. Availability of a virtual copy of a physical asset
makes it possible to test maintenance methods, simulate equipment operation scenarios,
train employees, and analyze safety measures without having to interfere with real, often
expensive, facilities. Digital twins are especially useful during equipment maintenance
scheduling and construction of new facilities. For example, Volgogradnefteproekt created
a digital twin in the process of designing a large-scale gas processing complex. As a
result of the project, it was possible to optimize the construction and operation of the
new facility and reduce potential downtime by 10–15%. Total savings from the use of
the twin are estimated at USD 5.5 million. Studies show that the digital twin market will
grow by 58% per year until 2026, with a significant share of revenues coming from energy
companies [124].

Decarbonization, power distribution, and the transition to RES can cause additional
fluctuations in power supply. Therefore, electric grid operators today face problems related
to ensuring the stability and reliable operation of the power grid more often than ever
before. Any accident at a substation means thousands of people disconnected from power,
financial and reputational damage to the company. Digitalization of the power grids
and, in particular, the introduction of digital substations can increase the capacity of
substations and increase their fault tolerance. Digital components such as IoT sensors,
drones, cameras, and a wide range of analytical tools enable remote monitoring, diagnosis,
and control of all equipment. As a result, substation management becomes completely
transparent. This makes it possible to predict power system failures in advance and
schedule all infrastructure facilities’ maintenance. That is why the digital substation
concept is rapidly gaining popularity. For example, there are more than 2 million smart
metering devices, 84 digital substations, 22 grid control centers, and 38 digital electric grid
districts in the perimeter of PJSC Russian Grids [125].

The growing decentralization of power systems makes it increasingly difficult to
manage a large number of grid members. This requires analyzing a huge flow of data. AI
is helping to process these flows in real time. Therefore, the energy sector is increasingly
using machine learning and AI tools to improve energy efficiency, grid stability, energy
forecasting and transparency of electricity trade, emergency and recovery management,
and many other tasks. For example, National Grid in the United Kingdom uses Google’s
DeepMind to predict peaks in supply and demand and, as a result, reduce electricity
consumption nationwide by 10%. Over time, there will be more and more scenarios for
applying AI to the energy sector. Thus, domestic energy companies will be investing at least
10–20% of their IT budgets in projects based on AI in the coming years. Finally, another
technology that helps efficiently manage the decentralized assets of energy companies is
blockchain. A blockchain-based electricity sales system allows end customers to buy the
product directly from energy companies. In doing so, energy companies can cut out the
middlemen who charge for their services. In turn, electricity consumers get a convenient
tool for making transactions quickly and safely [126]. In Bavaria, a platform is being tested
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by which energy companies will be able to sell electricity to local consumers without the
involvement of power system operators [127].

Thus, it can be argued that energy companies that have long and actively applied the
concept of OI in business are the most competitive and most efficient in implementing AI
technologies.

5.2. Method for Assessing the Readiness of Companies Operating in the Energy Industry to
Implement AI

A method was proposed for assessing the readiness of companies operating in the
energy sector industry to implement AI, which differs by the presence of the integrated
indicator and way of its calculation, as well as taking into account the need to implement
an OI strategy as an essential condition for the AI use. The method of fuzzy sets, used to
determine the integrated indicator and its levels, allows you to get a balanced assessment
of all factors since the calculation of the integrated indicator takes into account not the ab-
solute values of individual indicators, as in the methods [83], but their levels. Readiness to
implement AI must be at the appropriate level for all factors since they are not interchange-
able. For example, the lack of staff qualifications to use AI cannot be offset by the high
efficiency of AI technologies without appropriate staff development activities. The high
cost-efficiency of AI technologies cannot offset such a negative factor of AI implementation
as the growth of unemployment without appropriate structural changes in the economy.
When using the absolute values [83] in determining readiness to implement AI, high values
of one indicator can mathematically compensate for low values of other indicators, which
is excluded when using fuzzy sets.

The identified system of factors of readiness for OI development made it possible to
identify the priority conditions that contribute to the active use of AI technologies in the
energy industry of Russia and those that have a destructive effect.

The readiness of businesses to implement AI for OI development in the conditions of
developed and developing markets differs significantly. Suppose the high cost is the main
overall destructive factor of business readiness to implement AI technologies in France. In
that case, the human factor is a significant obstacle in Russia, as the study showed. There is
an insufficient number of relevant staff dealing with this type of innovation. It can also be
explained by the objective dependence of their activities on other factors, which explains the
lack of need for specialists to continuously monitor information about digital technologies,
in particular about trends in AI. Given this, it is necessary to expand the capacity to
train specialists in AI technology continuously. The level of theoretical research on AI in
Russia is no lower than the world level. Besides, it should be noted that today Russia
has sufficient potential in training qualified specialists for AI projects. According to the
company «System Analysis and Program Development» (SAP) research, 286 universities
have relevant master’s programs, about 50,000 students study 65 specialties related to
data analysis, machine learning, speech and image recognition, computer linguistics, etc.
Over the past 5 years, more than 200,000 people have been trained in these programs [128].
Despite this, as an emerging market, Russia is significantly behind its global competitors in
the number of scientific publications devoted to this technology. Therefore, it can be stated
that the country should actively develop new specialties since AI technology application
requires a much broader set of skills. Knowledge and skills in pure mathematics, computer
science, data science, neurobiology, psychometry, behavioral psychology, linguistics, and
other humanities will be necessary for learning and working with “smart” devices. This
can only be solved by stimulating their employees to work closely with universities and
research institutes, offering certain bonuses for advanced training in AI technology and
data science through joint university programs, and so on.

One of the most significant obstacles to readiness for OI and AI technology of Russian
companies in the energy sector is legislative misregulation. This spoiler can be explained
by the gap of the theory of law to scientific and technological progress: the lack of legal
regulation in the interaction between humans and AI, problems of morality, security, legal
personality, responsibility, and privacy. Therefore, it becomes substantial to level down the
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legislative and administrative barriers to technological pioneering and implicitly ensuring
the safety of the state and society. It is essential to adjust national legislation to the new
technological reality to form a flexible, adequate legal framework for developing and
using AI-based applications most quickly and qualitatively. It is also necessary to develop
special regimes for private investment in creating breakthrough solutions and, of course,
to guarantee reliable protection of intellectual property, legal conditions for the registration
of patents in the national jurisdiction of Russia. It is necessary to develop AI standards at
the national level and ensure their harmonization with international standards.

Neutralization of spoilers in the shortest possible time will make it possible to move
from a low readiness level of companies operating in the energy sector industry to AI tech-
nologies to a high one. In turn, this will promote the widespread use of these technologies
in the country, reducing Russia’s gap in AI development with the leading countries, will
stimulate the development of the industry and improvement of its efficiency, significant
economic growth in the country in terms of life expectancy, the economic activity of the
population, and production of goods with high added value.

The approach to assessing the readiness degree of companies to implement AI (list of
evaluation indicators, data processing, and calculation methods of the integrated indicator)
is universal and applicable to all branches of the economy regardless of the country and
business development level. The limitation in this aspect is the need to recalculate the
variance of the factors depending on the country and the branch, indicator levels underlying
the integrated readiness indicator calculation.

6. Conclusions

This article seeks to add a new dimension to literature at the intersection of OI and AI
in the energy market, which is actively moving toward the concept of EaaS, which implies
providing new energy services directly to the consumer. EaaS includes consumption
management, consumption optimization upon the availability of a local source and battery,
energy exchange through the local grid, or energy savings. In this regard, energy companies
that efficiently use innovative technologies and AI tools will more quickly gain a higher
energy sector share.

The existing skills of enterprise staff in Russia do not allow the efficient use of OI
and AI technology to solve its daily tasks. Moreover, there is resistance to innovation at
different levels of the organization structure, hindering the efficient use of AI and the digital
transformation of the enterprise. The main problem is a psychological factor: employees’
fears that AI will contribute to job cuts at the enterprise, mental unreadiness to change, and
unwillingness to learn. This evidences again about information vacuum in the benefits of AI
technology in business. Therefore, the task of the national government is to communicate
the positive prospects of Industry 4.0 to the population and, for business leaders, to use
advanced Change Management technologies so that the majority of the population will be
confident that robotics, digitalization, and automation will lead to new well-paying jobs
requiring higher skills.

This study is of practical importance because, using Russia as an example, it makes
it possible to econometrically determine the underlying destructive factors of readiness
to develop OI for AI implementation in the practice of energy companies. This approach
considers the specifics of development and the current state of energy companies that
already use AI to improve business efficiency. The approach to assessing the degree of
readiness of businesses to implement AI for OI development (list of evaluation indicators,
methods of data processing, and calculation of the integrated indicator) is universal and
applicable to all economies, regardless of the country’s development level and business.
The limitation in this aspect is the need to recalculate the variance of the factors depending
on the country and the levels of indicators underlying the calculation of the integrated
readiness indicator.

The results of this study are based only on a sample of two countries, which does
not allow their implementation in the practice of the energy sectors in other countries.
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However, due to significant features of the readiness of energy companies to develop OI
and implement AI considering the development level of the country’s economy and human
capital, it seems necessary to study the qualitative parameters of human resources for AI
in the energy sector.

Thus, it can be argued that energy companies that have long and actively applied the
concept of OI in business are the most competitive and most efficient in implementing
AI technologies.

The study has confirmed the hypotheses and substantiated the impact of using the OI
concept of the energy sector company on the readiness to implement AI technologies and
their effectiveness.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Examples of applications of artificial intelligence in the energy sector [2,87–106].

Method Executing Task Some Examples

Neural
networks

Weather forecasting

In the US state of Colorado, energy provider Xcel uses AI algorithms to process
information from the “National Center for Atmospheric Research” (including
satellite data in wind farm areas). This allows the company to generate detailed
reports and optimize wind farm operations.

Electrical power quality assessment with
voltage measurement classification

Short term forecasting of energy
consumption in buildings

Optimizations of operating modes of
batteries backing up RES

Machine
learning

Optimizations of Microgrid and
photovoltaic panels Together with the US Department of Energy, IBM is implementing the SunShot

initiative, in which a self-learning program can reliably predict the output of
renewable sources (solar, wind, and hydro). The algorithm uses a large amount of
retrospective data along with real-time weather monitoring information.
The Spanish company Nnergix generates short- and medium-term forecasts (from 6
h to 10 days) of renewable generation using machine learning algorithms.
London-based Green Running Ltd. is developing Verv, a machine-learning-based
app designed to optimize the energy consumption of homes. The app works on
computers, tablets, and smartphones.
US-based Verdigris Technologies has developed software to optimize the energy
consumption of commercial buildings with sensor-equipped spaces. Using this
software to optimize the kitchen at the W Hotel San Francisco over three months, the
company identified the causes and eliminated USD 13,000 worth of inefficient
energy consumption (annualized).
Individual offers to consumers based on smart metering data (Energy Lab der ETH
Zürich).

Predicting RES generation

Optimization of energy consumption

Location of electrical grid faults

Improvement of indoor comfort with
accompanying energy optimization

Investigation of solar cell materials
concerning their properties

Energy statistics and monitoring

Asset Performance Management (APM)

Energy trading

Optimization of hydro-power plants

Customer communications

https://www.oxfordinsights.com/government-ai-readiness-index-2020
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Table A1. Cont.

Method Executing Task Some Examples

Oil and gas industry

The German company Schleswig-Holstein Netz AG, which operates the electrical
grids in Schleswig-Holstein, is using a self-learning network to locate suspected
faults. It uses information about the age of the network components, repairs made,
loads, and weather conditions as input data.
Processing geo-information data from the Swiss authority Bundesamt für
Landestopografie (swisstopo) allows the state of energy infrastructure to be
recognized, forecasting production, and so on.
Origami Energy uses machine learning to predict market prices in real time.
GE’s equipment condition monitoring system (iCMS) has been used at the Pomt
Baldy hydro-power plant (France) since December 2015 and has increased the
plant’s output by more than 1%.
German energy group RWE uses the AI platform ITyX to handle customer inquiries,
with 80% of incoming inquiries automatically analyzed and sorted by the platform.
BP is investing in Beyond Limits, a start-up that uses machine learning to analyze
images and geolocation models to improve the chances of successful drilling.

Deep learning

District heating network load
forecasting

The Austrian company Pöyry uses this technology to support trading and
decision-making.

Real-time forecasting of electrical grid
losses

Energy trading

Enhanced
training

Optimization of energy consumption DeepMind Technologies Ltd., founded in London in 2010 and acquired by Google in
2014, has reduced the power consumption of Google’s data center by 40%.
Operation parameters of the center, equipped with thousands of sensors, were
optimized by a neural learning network

Optimization of hydraulic systems
operation

Fuzzy logic

Optimization of hydraulic systems
operation

In cooperation with the University of Wrocław in Poland, ABB has developed a
multi-criteria fuzzy logic-based protective relay for use with three-phase power
transformers. The relay test results show high selectivity and sensitivity, with an
average tripping time of less than half a cycle. The reliability of the relay has also
been confirmed.
In Germany, at the Voerde OHG coal-fired power plant of Evonik Steag GmbH and
RWE Power AG, the modernization of the electrostatic precipitators has resulted in a
sustainable reduction in energy consumption. The companies reduced operating
costs and environmental impacts and increased the entire system efficiency due to
optimization using the fuzzy logic software Winpic.
A method based on fuzzy logic and expert systems to improve the efficiency of
biofuel power plants have been successfully tested in five agricultural biogas units
with combined heat and power production located in the German state of Bavaria.

The optimal choice of sites for small
hydro-power plants

Optimizing operation of an electrostatic
precipitator at a thermal power station

Fuzzy logic relays for power
transformer protection

Fuzzy method for determining power
flow distribution on harmonic
frequencies

Optimization of the choice of electrical
grid configurations

Management of artificial lighting during
daylight hours

Selection of installation place and power
of capacitor banks

Support vector
machine

Application of the support vector machine in combination with fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms for detecting non-technical
power losses in electric power grids

Expert systems Improving the efficiency of a biogas power plant using fuzzy logic and expert systems
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